Q. Why did the new owners of KFMB pay $750,000 to Mark Cerska and Memoirs $600,000 to Larnie Durlin $125,000 to Tom Eikenberry $900,000 to Lucy Goldman and friends?
A. Because they were women or minorities. See Nell Potter's City Lights - Page 6

One evening in a life of selling lies

By
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[continued on page 20]
Quality Care
Our staff of fully licensed and Board certified physicians and surgeons will provide for all your medical needs.

Money Saving Benefits
No charge for consultations.
Very reasonable fees.
Minimal end of pocket expenses.
Outpatient Surgery.
Office prescriptions.

We provide:
Outpatient Surgery:
• Fracture repair
• Arthroscopy
• Cesarean section
• Myringoplasty
• Osteotomy
• Rhinoplasty
• Abdominoplasty
• Liposuction

Complete family medical care:
We have a staff of over 100 doctors representing all regional and surgical locations throughout San Diego County.

Minor Surgery:
• Tonsillectomy
• Tonsillectomy
• Ear, nose, and throat surgery
• Skin surgery
• Endocrine surgery
• Other procedures

Family Care Health Plan
Are you preparing necessary medical or surgical care because of the High cost of health insurance? With our program you will save significantly on all services.
• Eye care
• Prescription drugs
• Hospitalization

There is no greater security than the security of good health.

OUTPATIENT CARE MEDICAL GROUP

San Diego, CA 92122

For an appointment call 218-9771

The Occasional
Pile

If you've never had a girlfriend, don't worry, it's not the end of the world. Infact, you're probably no worse off in some respects. For one thing, you don't have to worry about being dumped, not that it's a whole lot worse. You don't have to worry about how to spend your time, and you can afford to be a little more carefree.

Good health will help you enjoy life more...

Good health is priceless but it shouldn't cost a fortune.

The Occasional Pile

The Occasional Pile

A Few Licks

A Visit For Abe

Letters

The occasional pile is a collection of small pieces of paper that are left to gather dust and collect dust. But sometimes, they can be quite informative. The occasional pile can be a source of inspiration, or even a source of new ideas. So, if you find yourself struggling with a problem, or simply feeling overwhelmed, try reading through your occasional pile. You might be surprised at what you find.

One Evening in a Life of Satisfying Lists... A diary in the life of an author.

The occasional pile is a collection of small pieces of paper that are left to gather dust and collect dust. But sometimes, they can be quite informative. The occasional pile can be a source of inspiration, or even a source of new ideas. So, if you find yourself struggling with a problem, or simply feeling overwhelmed, try reading through your occasional pile. You might be surprised at what you find.

The occasional pile is a collection of small pieces of paper that are left to gather dust and collect dust. But sometimes, they can be quite informative. The occasional pile can be a source of inspiration, or even a source of new ideas. So, if you find yourself struggling with a problem, or simply feeling overwhelmed, try reading through your occasional pile. You might be surprised at what you find.
ME AND DICK TRACY
By JOSEPH MACDONALD

Dick Tracy, the hardboiled detective,分子...
STRAIGHT FROM THE HIP

By Matthew Alice

Dear Matthew Alice,

I've received a clipping from the Sunday paper with a poem from Steve Martin. It's from the 1982 story "The Hip." Do you remember it? I'd love to see the story again. The name of the story is "The Hip." I'm not sure if you've read the story before, but it's a great piece of work. The name of the story is "The Hip." I'm not sure if you've read the story before, but it's a great piece of work.
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FEW GOOD LIFTS

Marine Corps Staff Sergeant Ausby Alexander comes on strong

BY JOHN MCCLOUGH Photography by Paul Stachocek

[self-sized image]

Sacramento is a tough town to conquer for any athlete - the city is known for its gritty, hard-nosed style of play. And for a Marine Corps Staff Sergeant in the basketball world, it's no different. Ausby Alexander, a distinguished member of the Marine Corps and a former professional basketball player, is no stranger to the challenges of the court.

Alexander's journey started in the Marine Corps, where he served as a staff sergeant. He quickly rose to fame on the basketball court, becoming one of the top players in the country. His skills on the court and his dedication to his country earned him a spot on the United States Olympic team.

But Alexander's story didn't end there. After his time in the military, he entered the professional basketball world, where he continued to hone his skills and take on new challenges. He quickly became a force to be reckoned with, winning multiple awards and gaining the respect of fellow players and fans alike.

In his latest endeavor, Alexander has taken on the role of coaching the Sacramento Kings, a professional basketball team. He brings his wealth of experience and knowledge to the team, helping them to improve their skills and taking them to new heights.

But Alexander's influence goes beyond the court. He is a mentor to many young people, inspiring them to pursue their dreams and work hard to achieve their goals. His dedication to his country and his community is a testament to his character and his commitment to making a positive impact in the world.

In conclusion, Ausby Alexander is a true American hero, both on and off the court. His story is one of perseverance, hard work, and dedication to making a difference in the world. And with his latest coaching role, he continues to inspire and motivate others to reach for greatness.
life of selling lies

What I'm going to do is make a couple of sheets of this LSD.

First I need a working surface. I use my novel, (and you thought I really read them).

The next is high, so take care of one step for me. You see, every day I battle with myself, but I'm not losing. I go to the store during lunch hour when it's quiet. My decision is made. All the activity in the store will not deter me from my goal. I have been told to use my common sense, to think everything through before I make a decision. But I have never done anything like this before. I am not sure how to proceed.

In my hand today is Big Frank. I began to get going. First things first:

- Is it any good?
- asks the sales in the leather jacket.
- The kind?
- "Galaxy." Sometimes the hardest part about selling bank LSD is thinking of some catchy name to call your product.

I need a drink. I put on my Levi's, a long-sleeved shirt, and some black shoes. You can wear a shirt for a week, maybe for a month, but I have to have clean socks. That's mine, a real fashion statement. I grab a couple of decent cutes at the on-high and head up First Avenue to the University.
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The sun is high, so take care of one step for me. You see, every day I battle with myself, but I'm not losing. I go to the store during lunch hour when it's quiet. My decision is made. All the activity in the store will not deter me from my goal. I have been told to use my common sense, to think everything through before I make a decision. But I have never done anything like this before. I am not sure how to proceed.
life of selling lies

I don't want him to taste it because crystal has a very bitter taste that my product does not. I whip out a little pocket knife which I have especially for this purpose and scoop a little of the fake crystal into the end of the bottle, hold some up to his nose. He sniffs it up.

In Mission Beach, the bike path just ends right into the street at an empty bench at Mission Bay Park. It's nothing special but the path is great for a 살만야.
life of serving lies

(continued from page 27) and this is all any of them seem to think. Now is the time to push the issue.

I got my license last July, having been for 10 years for 65. And I know we are all a real good deal on a cent," said, "My girlfriend inmates tell me that the don't need me to talk to them. They want me to talk to them.

I tell them that I don't like to talk because I don't want to be involved in my days. Then I add that the

the hours (in Friday, Saturday, and everyone has the

hours, but during the nights I get little or nothing on

of course, I have also seen other inmates who are

two cutters, and one of them is for me to the others. His law would only cost him $8, I point out.

The guy and his date talk to me as they are doing.

Sympathy, then I pass on the call. I go through the window and

I pass him a half gram. Somewhat awkward, I mentally

my friends have written me in the prison's green

"Larry, maybe we could go for a beer after our time.

As I talk, I just keep mumbling, "How good is

It was totally ragged. Here brother lies, but don't

call my at home - half of this beach is tripping

in the beach at home, but I'll tell you what. I need to

This is the question I was asking her: How much

"We're going to have a beer. why we?

I got a good look at the other end of the beach. I

I'm afraid I don't know her well. I just want to

I get an idea about the other one and what she is

"That is all she said. I got a good look at her.

and I'm not even sure if I'm going to tell my
told her about the other thing. I don't know what
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ARTIST AND MODELS

BY JONATHAN SAVILLE

The Los Angeles County Museum of the
Fine Arts has opened a special exhibition of
works by the French impressionist painter
Paul Cézanne entitled "Cézanne: The
Innovator." The exhibition, which runs
till March 25, features more than 100
paintings and drawings by Cézanne,
including early works, landscapes, and
still lifes. The exhibition is co-organized
by the Los Angeles County Museum of
the Fine Arts and the Musée d'Orsay in
Paris. The works on display offer a
distinctive glimpse into Cézanne's
development as an artist and his
influence on later generations of painters.

A Gentle Rain was extraordinarily good at
target-shooting with his parents' infectious
energy. But the moment personal and
romantic intentions of Black's great
correspondent in Antiquities, Henry James,
are revealed, the combination of the two
becomes ultimately more important than
either alone. In "Black's Gentle Rain," a
painting by Cézanne, we see the
interconnectedness of art and life, as
expressed through the beauty and
sensuality of the nude. Cézanne's
innovative use of color and form creates
an atmosphere of intimacy and
tenderness, inviting the viewer to
experience the emotional depth of the
artist's subject matter.

Balloon Bouquet Delivery Available for Valentine's Day Only

Valentine Gift Baskets by Air Castle Express

Valentine's Day Party Dresses for Rent

HAWAIIAN ICE CREAM

99¢

San Diego's Sanest Finest Custom Framers

Custom Framing Special

Valentine's Day

Art Framing Center

COSTUMES-ART & FRAMING CENTER

San Diego's largest selection of framed & unframed film art postcards featuring 100s of creatively designed individually custom-framed pictures.

Frame any poster or print up to 30" x 40"/only

SODA BIZ

SOFIA BIZ

DO NOT PAY UNTIL MAY 89'

Father's Day Gifts

Dad who just wants to be seen;

SOFIA BIZ

1218 Bay Blvd

Costa Mesa

Costa Mesa

Costo Mesa

Costa Mesa
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Costa Mesa
Sounds Naughty

One sensed a lewdness among those whose ingestion of beer had brought their alcohol levels in line with their testosterone counts.

discounts that come wrapped in beer paper - one of my favorite memories. The job itself was a throwback to a simpler time, when the bar was the center of social activity. The people I worked with were a mix of regulars and regulars, and we had a great time sharing stories and laughing together.

But back to its original - and one might argue, more authentic - state of being. I had a feeling that the place was more than just a bar. It was a community hub, where people came together to unwind and enjoy each other's company.

I remember one night, a group of us were sitting around the bar, chatting and enjoying a few drinks. Suddenly, one of the regulars started telling us about a local legend who was rumored to have some sort of magical power. It was hard to tell if it was just a story or if there was some truth to it, but it certainly added to the charm of the place.

As the night wore on, we started to feel the effects of the alcohol. The atmosphere became more relaxed, and we found ourselves sharing stories and laughter. It was a perfect end to the day, and I knew that I would always remember that night at the bar.

In the end, I realized that the place was more than just a job. It was a part of my life, and I was grateful to have been a part of it.
**VALENTINES DAY SALE**

- **Solid Hardwood Desk**
  - Sale: $99
  - Custom Finishing Available

- **Solid Hardwood Harvest Table**
  - Sale: $199

- **Solid Hardwood Country Bowed Back Side Chair**
  - Sale: $54

- **Windsor Arm Chair**
  - Sale: $59

- **Oak Bookcases Extra Shelves Available**
  - Sizes:
    - 30" x 30" $39
    - 30" x 35" $44
    - 30" x 48" $49

- **Oak Entertainment Center**
  - Sale: $189

- **Pine Bunkbed or 3-Dwr Chest**
  - Sale: $99
  - Your Choice
    - Dwr Unit for Bunkbed
    - $94

- **Oak TV Cart**
  - Sale: $49

- **Oak 4-Dwr Chest**
  - Sale: $199

- **Oak Finish 1-Dwr Chest**
  - Sale: $149

- **90 Days Same as Cash OAC**

**Furniture Finish & Unfinished**

**Bob Haywood's Furniture**

**Subject to Stock on Hand**
EVENTS THEATER
MUSIC & FILM

SPLENDOR
OF THE SOUND

In the beginning, there was the Sound and the Sound was good. It was the sound that filled the void and gave life to the world. It was the sound that united all, the sound that made us one. However, as the world evolved, so did the sound. And with the rise of technology, the sound became a tool for manipulation. It was no longer a force for unity, but a means to divide. The sound became a weapon, used to influence and manipulate. It was a searing, piercing sound that could make the heart race and the mind spin. It was a sound that could make you laugh and make you cry. It was a sound that could make you think and make you feel. But in the end, it was just sound. A constant, unrelenting sound that echoed through the ages. And so, in the beginning, there was the Sound and the Sound was good.
**DANCE AUDITIONS**

1989 FACULTY DANCE CONCERT
Feb. 12-18, Monday, 8:00 PM JAZZ MODERN BALLET

Steve Hughes, guest, Alina Cazabin, Thom C.
Patricia Bennett, Monica Pires, Bettys Dance Faculty

**OUTDOORS**

National Park, 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. Containers

**IMPROVISATION**

America's Original Comedy Showcase & Restaurant

**SHOWTIMES:**
Sunday through Thursday, 8:30 pm & 10:30 pm; Saturday 8:00 pm & 10:00 pm
Call for reservations 483-4520

**February 14 SPECIAL VALENTINE'S DAY DINNER PACKAGE**
featuring comedian KEVIN ROONEY
Choose your own seat with menu, show information and book now!
483-4522

**SPECIAL EVENT**
February 16-19
JUDY TENUTA
Known as "The Petite Flower" and star of the New Dr. Pepper commercials.

**SPECIAL EVENT**
February 21-24
EMO PHILLIPS
You've seen him on "Late Night" and now at the San Diego Laff-Off.

**SPECIAL EVENT**
February 27-28
FIVE GINGERS
You've seen them on "Late Night" and now at the San Diego Laff-Off.

**VIA METRO**

**RESERVATION - RECEIVE OUR 16-PAGE NEWSLETTER FILLED WITH SUCCESS STORIES OF DMA GRADUATES**

**DON'T MISS YOUR FREE CLASS!**

**Ski Mammoth**

**LIVE BOXING**

WBA AMERICA'S TITLE FIGHT

**TRADITIONAL 4-STAR PIZZA**

**SPECIAL EVENT**

February 14

JUDY TENUTA
Known as "The Petite Flower" and star of the New Dr. Pepper commercials.

**SPECIAL EVENT**

February 21-24

EMO PHILLIPS
You've seen him on "Late Night" and now at the San Diego Laff-Off.

**SPECIAL EVENT**

February 27-28

FIVE GINGERS
You've seen them on "Late Night" and now at the San Diego Laff-Off.
PSYCHIC FAIR
$15.00 Readings
San Diego Book Exchange
Sunday services: 10:00 am
Sun., Feb. 18, 10 am & 6 pm
4730 Morena Blvd.
San Diego, CA 92117
619-273-1111

WOMEN'S GROWTH CENTER
Addictions, Family Counseling, Anger Management, Anxiety, Depression
Specialized Consulting For You
Phone: 619-273-1111

Give Your Love to the Sun, Moon & Stars
This Valentine's Day, present yourself with the sun, moon, and stars. Join us aboard the San Diego Spirit at the Marina Village Marina in Coronado for a romantic evening with a beautiful San Diego Bay.

DINNER & DANCE CRUISE
Sunday, February 18, 7:00 pm
The San Diego Spirit
Marina Village, Coronado
The package includes dinner, dancing, and a view of San Diego Bay.

UCSD SPEAKERS' FORUM PRESENTS
ELIE WIESEL
Nobel Prize-winning author & Holocaust survivor
February 21, Tuesday, 8:00 p.m.
UCSD Geisel
G.A. $9.95, S.F. $8.95, S.P. $6.95
UCSD Box Office: 834-4559

FESTIVAL OF ANIMATION
All New For 1983 - Weekends Third March 25
LA JOLLA MUSEUM OF CONTEMPORARY ART - LA JOLLA
IN INTERNATIONAL ANIMATED SHORT FILMS!
This year we are proud to announce an even richer and more diverse line-up of films from around the world. The Festival of Animation brings together a variety of animation styles and techniques, showcasing the vibrant and diverse world of animation.

The Obelisk of San Diego, Woman & Child, is a sculpture created by artist Roberto Larios. It is located in Balboa Park, San Diego, and represents a woman with a child. The sculpture was completed in 1906 and is a popular attraction for visitors.

Lectures
February 15, Thursday, 6:30 p.m.
Lectures at UCSD, La Jolla, are a great way to engage your mind and expand your knowledge. These lectures cover a wide range of topics and are open to the public.

The Magic Bookstore
Overwhelmed? Depressed? Overweight?
The empathetic information desk: 1-800-624-0684
Hypnosis & Counseling
D.T. 329-9220
Sheila Henry, B.A., M.A., C.C.
A counselor for a cause.

The Visionary
* NEWS FLASH *

P.D.Q. BACH
February 21, Tuesday, 8:00 p.m.
Mandolin Auditorium
G.A. $18.00, S.F. $15.00
UCSD Box Office: 834-4559

The Official San Diego HARBOR EXCURSION
February 21, Tuesday, 8:00 p.m.
Mandolin Auditorium
G.A. $9.95, S.F. $8.95, S.P. $6.95
UCSD Box Office: 834-4559

The official San Diego Harbor Excursion is a great way to enjoy the beauty of San Diego Bay. The tour includes a cruise around the bay, dinner, and live music. The tour departs from the Mandolin Auditorium at 8:00 p.m. and returns around 11:00 p.m.
VALENTINE SKI SPECIAL
$5.00 OFF

Call for other destinations
Getaway Ski Tours
268-8843

MURRAY'S TICKETS

GRATEFUL DEAD
NEW BOHEMIANS
CHEAP TRICK
KINGS
LAKERS
LES MISERABLES • CHICAGO • CLIPPERS

224-3747
481-0622

THE BRIDGE IS BACK!

GRAND BICYCLE TOUR OF FIVE CITIES
SUNDAY FEBRUARY 26, 1989
PRE-REGISTRATION ONLY

AMERICAN YOUTH HOSTELS
1021 INDIAN STREET, SAN DIEGO, CA 92101
(619) 234-3543
(619) 226-1221

HORSEBACK RIDING

A-AMERICAN FANTASY

CARNAVAL 89

5AM - 9AM
6PM - 2AM

CIVIC CENTER
PLAZA HALL

Music by authentic Brazilian band

"Embarcadero"

Luxury and csomfort, no cover charge

Call for more information

Attention All Underwater Photographers:

WINNING PHOTOGRAPHY ON DISPLAY!

Only $5 entry fee per person

Submit color prints - 8 x 10 to 16 x 20

Entry Deadline: Sunday, February 26, 1989

Award Ceremony: At Cecil's Cafe & Fish Market

SUNDAY FEBRUARY 26, 1989

Cecil's Cafe
8975 Santa Monica Avenue - At the foot of the beaches - 222-3888

From Rte. 101 - Pacifica - Ocean Ave.

Qwiig's 2nd Annual Underwater Photography Shoot Out!
Reader's Guide to Local Events

Live! Live! Live!
976-9292
TALK TALK TALK
Hot Talk Line
976-8989
24 HRS
Listen In

$2 Call + tax if any

Counseling
Don't let a crossroad get you down

One Day Cruise
To the Ensenada Riviera
San Diego to Ensenada, Mexico
February 10th, Monday
Depart 9AM, Return 9PM

Special Valentine's Day Cruise

Treasures from the Heart
February 10-13
Register to Win a 14K Diamond Pendant

Counseling
Breakthrough Counseling Network

Theater Directory

Reader Classifieds presents Stage Notes, a weekly callboard of theater auditions & film, video, T.V. casting & dance calls, acting classes & technical help-wanted ads & model info. & photo headshot services

Every week in section three
To place ads call Melissa 235-8979
WE’VE GOT YOUR MUSIC

Tower has much more for
less with the largest
inventory of records,
cassettes and compact
discs to choose from!

LP OR CASSETTE
6.99
COMPACT DISCS
11.99

JAZZ IT UP WITH THESE
POPULAR TITLES
FROM SOUNDWINGS
NOW ON SALE . . .

Tom Scott — One Night/
One Day
Bill Watrous — Someplace
Else
Bill Watrous — Reflections
Romeo Martin — Sensation
Moe Koffman Quintet —
Featuring Dizzy Gillespie
“Oop-Pop-A-Dee”
Raulito Vazquez — The
Tides of Time

OPEN MON TO MIDNIGHT - 365 DAYS A YEAR

TOWER RECORDS / VIDEO

EL CAJON
796 Fletcher Parkway
across from Parkway Plaza
OPEN 10 AM TO 9 PM

SPORTS ARENA
3601 Sports Arena Blvd.
VIDEO ANNEX:
3390 Kemper St.

COLLEGE AREA
6400 El Cajon Blvd.
next to Art St. Post Off.

Tower has the best
selection of music in
the known world . . .
Jazz, Rock, R & B, Pop,
Reggae, International,
Soundtracks, Country,
Folk, Bluegrass, Classical
. . . and much more!

LP’S & CASSETTES
6.99 11.99

COMPACT DISCS

MARC ALMOND
The Stars We Are

GREGORY’S FUNHOUSE
DICKY

THE SONG RETAINS THE NAME

YANNI

PATRICK O’HEARN
CHAMELEON DAYS

M.C. HAMMER
Let’s Get It Started

RIVERS GONNA RISE

OPEN MON TO MIDNIGHT - 365 DAYS A YEAR

TOWER RECORDS / VIDEO

EL CAJON
796 Fletcher Parkway
across from Parkway Plaza
OPEN 10 AM TO 9 PM

SPORTS ARENA
3601 Sports Arena Blvd.
VIDEO ANNEX:
3390 Kemper St.

COLLEGE AREA
6400 El Cajon Blvd.
next to Art St. Post Off.
FEBRUARY


SUNDAY NIGHT IS REGGEA NIGHT as Club Moviere becomes Club Montego Bay!

DADDY'S STRINGS 4 FOR 1
With this ad. Offer good through February 23, 1989.
582-0311

SAN DIEGO'S LARGEST HIGH-TECH CONSUMER MUSIC SHOW!
Featuring: Equipment Exhibits, Clinics, Workshops, Events, Live Performances and More!
Friday, February 24, 1989 2 pm to 8 pm • Saturday, February 25, 1989 9 am to 7 pm
Holiday Inn Montgomery Field
San Diego, California
For directions, call (619) 277-8688

CLINICS, WORKSHOPS & EVENTS

EXHIBITING MANUFACTURERS

CASSADEX

NEW WORLD

EXHIBITING MANUFACTURERS

CASSADEX

NEW WORLD
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CLINIC
San Diego's Hottest Oceanfront Nightclub

Belmont's Beach Club
- Wednesday-Saturday 9 pm - 1 am
- The Beach Club Band
- 21+ to Drink
- Outdoor Seating

Happy Hour Specials
- Monday-Friday 4-7 pm
- Half-drinks
- Complimentary hors d'oeuvres

Paradise Bay
Seafood Restaurant & Cafe Bar

BELMONT'S

TUESDAYS

Dude Groovy & the Paisley People
NO COVER CHARGE

Every Wednesday & Thursday!
- Join us for happy hour before the show, enjoy the music & stay for dancing

Tonight through Saturday, February 11

HEROES

CELEBRATE VALENTINE'S DAY AT THE BAY!

Club Maxim's
A Special Valentine's Evening
Tuesday, February 14, 1989
Bring your Valentine to Maxim's for a special 5-course gourmet dinner at 8:30

Shower your sweethearts with dance and romance at Maxim's Lovers Ball
Dine downtown and champagne drink specials

Club Maxim's...an elegant new concept in ambience, intimacy & entertainment

The Barefoot Cafe
4014 Morehouse Street
San Diego, CA 92104

Kicks
Mission Valley's most exciting new night spot. Dedicated to dancing, drinking and having fun. Featuring nightly live entertainment.
Come Out And See For Yourself!

Shine It On
Tuesday-Saturday, 6:30 pm-

Heartbeat
Sunday and Monday

The Islands
Hula House 17667 Calle Oceano, Mission Valley • 619-287-1101

Kean's
San Diego Marriott Mission Valley
300 Harbor Drive • 619-222-2222

Let City Colors Lite Up Your Night!
KRM presents Late Out Jazz
every Monday night
beginning at 5:30.
DOWNTOWN'S FINEST FUN SPOT! ASK ANYONE!!

MONDAY NIGHT SHOWCASE
WANTED! VOCALISTS, MUSICIANS, VARIETY ACTS

The Landing
4250 West Point Loma Blvd. • 223-6156

THE LANDING
South of Market
4250 West Point Loma Blvd. • 223-6156

专业吉他手

Friday, Saturday, Sunday

SCARLET

291-7131
1998 Ocean Beach
San Diego, CA 92107

Wednesday - Sunday February 9-12
Rising Star

HARBERSIDE

Located at the Outrigger San Diego Hotel
200 Prospect St., San Diego, CA 92109

1-800-442-8487
800-442 JAZZ

Clario's

JAZZ NUTS

防弹少年团

911

Professional Guitar Blowout
up to 70% off

Fender

Litz Sales

Gibson

Litz Sales

RC-100

$2,999

RC-200

$5,999

Original Gibson factory maked

Heritage Guitars

Litz Sales

H-400

$3,250

H-600

$1,999

Grotton

Litz Sales

Thunderbird

$1,999

KFMC 98.1

Calendar of Live Lites Out San Diego Jazz

February 11th

Thursday

7:00 - 11:00 p.m. “B” Street Cafe

Friday

5:30 p.m. - 7:00 p.m. “B” Street Cafe

Saturday

8:00 p.m. - 12:30 a.m. “B” Street Cafe

Harborside

8:00 p.m. - 12:30 a.m.

Harborside

Original Guitar Factory model

KIPM CONCERTS coming soon

Feb. 16th - KIFM welcomes Kenny Rankin and Patsy Cline to the Harborside

Feb. 17th - KIFM welcomes Brazilian artist Toninho Horta and Michel Camilo to the Harborside

Listen to win free tix!
Tango At The Top
Soft contemporary sounds provide for an enchanted evening of dancing high atop San-Tower.

THE BLONDE BRUCE BAND
February 8, Saturday-Sunday, February 10 & 11
Contemporary / Top 40
Saturday night. Sunday afternoon. $5.00. With validation after 5 p.m.

Looking For The Lady In Red
A tree spirit of champagne for any lady in red on Valentine's Day at the Copacabana.

I'D RATHER BE IN SAN DIEGO AT...
FOGGY'S NOTION
DATING GAME*
WEDNESDAY - FEBRUARY 15th 8 PM-1 AM

Mexicoan Restaurante
AND CANTINA
16 oz. Margaritas $1.00
Long Island iced tea $1.50

Live Entertainment

LA Jolla MARRIOTT
3440 La Jolla Village Drive
858-444-2881

MEXICAN

THURSDAY NIGHTS
DECADENCE
A NIGHT OF INTEGRATION - VISUAL EXPLOITATION
 samtale WITH LIVE AND STATIC ART
PERFORMANCES

5200 La Jolla 101
858-314-8000

WICKED WEDNESDAY NIGHTS
ALL DRINKS 50 CENTS
The Basket Case
now accepts
MasterCard & Visa

Valentine's Day Specials

Mums
A house plant
$10.00

8" Corn Plant
Reg. $10.00
New $10.00

African Violet
The ultimate beauty in house color
Kalanchoe
Don't need too much of attention
Love can last all its life in indirect light

4" Tall Ficus Benjamin
Reg. $10.00
New $25.00

We also love specials on Florist quality
Anemones, Anthuriums, Kalanchoe, Mums and Cyclamen $6.00 - $10.00

Ting Tangs
3 for $5.00

Wicker Vase
$10.00
New $5.00

Hope Chests
5 sizes to choose from
$25.00 to $50.00

Sale ends 6 pm, Feb. 14

Open 9-6 7 days a week
180 E. Washington
(3rd & Washington in Hillcrest)

291-0215
Visa & MasterCard
MOISTURIZER

Moisturizer is a vital component of any skincare routine. It helps to retain moisture in the skin, which is essential for healthy, supple skin. There are different types of moisturizers available, each designed to address specific skin concerns. Here are some popular moisturizer options:

1. **Creams**: These are thick, rich moisturizers that penetrate deeply into the skin, providing intense hydration and protection. They are ideal for dry to extremely dry skin.

2. **Lotions**: Lotions are lighter than creams and are easily absorbed into the skin. They are suitable for all skin types, especially oily and combination skin.

3. **Gels**: Gel-based moisturizers are lightweight and清爽, making them perfect for oily skin. They provide hydration without leaving the skin feeling greasy.

4. **Serums**: These are highly concentrated, lightweight formulations that are loaded with active ingredients. They are ideal for targeting specific skin concerns like fine lines, wrinkles, or pigmentation.

5. **Oils**: Carrier oils like jojoba, argan, or rosehip are popular choices for moisturizers. They are lightweight and easily absorbed, providing hydration and nourishment to the skin.

Selecting the right moisturizer depends on your skin type and specific skin concerns. It's always a good idea to patch test new products to ensure they don't cause any adverse reactions.

LUXURY FOR YOUR SKIN

Luxury skincare products are designed to provide a superior experience and results. They often contain high-quality, potent ingredients and are formulated with advanced technology. Here are some luxury skincare products worth considering:

1. **Serums**: These are concentrated formulas packed with powerful ingredients like peptides, vitamins, and antioxidants. They are ideal for targeting specific skin concerns and can provide noticeable results.

2. **Facial Oils**: Oils rich in essential fatty acids can help to nourish and moisturize the skin. They are great for replenishing the skin's natural barrier and improving the skin's overall appearance.

3. **Peel Pads**: These are single-use pads that contain exfoliants and acids to help remove dead skin cells and improve skin texture. They are often used for weekly treatments to help rejuvenate the skin.

4. **Gel Exfoliators**: These are lightweight exfoliators that gently remove dead skin cells, leaving the skin feeling smooth and refreshed. They are ideal for those with normal to oily skin.

Luxury skincare products are often more expensive but offer a higher level of effectiveness and quality compared to their more affordable counterparts.

Skin care products are a significant investment, and it's important to choose the products that best suit your skin type and concerns. Always patch test new products and consider consulting with a dermatologist for personalized advice.
SERVICES

Rejected For Credit?
Erase bad credit information from credit bureau files. We will use existing state and/or federal laws to help you.
FREE DETAILS
California Credit Consultants
526-2338

Aggressive Legal Representation
- Personal Injury/Accidents
- Divorce/Custody/Support
- Wrongful Termination
- Workers' Compensation

S.D. LAW
Hoffman, Barkey & Werbeliner
Call 29 321 LAW (297-3528)
Visa/MasterCard

30 TAN DAYS $29

SUNGLASS CITY
Sunglasses at low prices. Call or stop in.
SAN DIEGO'S FIRST & FINEST
820 4TH AVENUE
327-6041

TAPE YOUR NOSE
Changing your self-image is an intensely personal decision. But you don't have to do it alone. Cosmetic surgeon Dr. Williams offers beautiful new looks for men and women. Call today for a free, private consultation.

COSMETIC SURGICAL ARTS
La Mesa, National City, Serra Mesa
619-299-9699

HAIR EXTENSIONS
- Length: 100% human hair
- Color: Any realistic shade
- Special 30% off all hair extensions

Electrolysis doesn't have to hurt. Take Forever. Cost a Fortune.

LUCY PETERS INTERNATIONAL LTD.
- Electrolysis without agonishment
- Sale for each site
- Safe for sensitive skin
- Electrolysis is a pleasure to conventional electrolysis

Profiles Complete Beauty Care
1299 Prospect St., La Jolla 459-6001
619-299-9699
SERVICES

WE SPECIALIZE IN SPECIAL EYES.

ASTIGMATISM CORRECTING SOFT LENSES

Stop suffering from blurred vision caused by astigmatism, and wear comfortable, soft contact lenses as an alternative to glasses.

Contact lenses are practical for people with active lifestyles, requiring frequent cleaning. They offer the same vision as glasses, but without the hassle of frames or the need to replace lenses frequently.

TRIAL LENSES AVAILABLE

Inquire about our special introductory offer on astigmatism contact lenses! Make an appointment today to see how comfortably you can wear contact lenses.

Make your contact lens solution

560-1156

mcms optometric center

Gerald W. McManus, O.D. Mike E. Robson, O.D. FAAO

3720 Clairemont Mesa Blvd

Sweetheart Photos

297-5100

INJURED?

FREE FIRST CONSULTATION

The Law Office of

COHEN & MARTIN

2720 Fifth Avenue, San Diego, CA 92103

1-800-999-6006

ERIE POOK'S COME EK

by Lynda J. Barry

MAYBONE WORLD

February Special...

Harleys

$5.50

Perms from $64.50

Styling Available

Maryland Avenue

225-9489

CALL 661-741-5708

DISS GREGORY'S SLIM SAFE BAHAMIAN DIET

Visit us on the Web at:

http://www.bahamianslim.com

STYLISTS!

Get the real story on what's hot this season and how to make it your own.

Save Placement finishes an experience not to be missed.

CALL 213-2211

Immigration Attorney

Employer sanctions

Visa and permanent residence

Call immediately

Attorney Roger Ocon

216-1543

Balloo-n-it

6101 El Cajon Blvd

PREVENTIVE DENTISTRY $25

Cleaning, full set of X-rays, and complete dental examination

Call 221-6039

HOLD THEIR HEART IN YOUR HAND THIS VALENTINE'S DAY

Get your Valentine's Balloon delivery in time for Feb 14th or any special date

Includes 12 balloons, black balloon base and 1 pc of FREE gift

Balloon-It

6101 El Cajon Blvd

Injection Treatment of Dimpling Capillaries

Not Inflated

MEDICAL DERMATOLOGY

ETERNITY CLINIC

6110 El Cajon Blvd

221-6039

Divorce, Custody, Support and Acheptions

Telephone jack installed

TELEPHONE JACKS INSTALLED

S.LAW

297-3529

Cellulite Treatments

$25 per session

Facials for Botox & Fillers $25

Boy's hair cut for $30 to $50

CAROLINE

6110 El Cajon Blvd

221-6039

S.D. LAW

297-3529

S.D. LAW

297-3529

S.D. LAW

297-3529
PINOCCHIO'S
SHATTERS PRICES

PINOCCHIO'S HAS DONE IT AGAIN!
LOWEST CABINET PRICES IN SAN DIEGO!

65% THIS OAK KITCHEN OFF BY CARDELL!

MIS-PRICED REF. 13,455

$1062

Solid Pine Entertainment Center

$450 value $219

42" Solid Alder Dropleaf Table

$139 value $149

Alder Wall Units

$99 value $39

Solid Alder Computer Center

$169 value $89

Solid Alder TV Cart

$38 value $89

Solid Maple Dropleaf Table

$150 value $89

COME AND SEE OUR HUGE SELECTION OF ALL WOOD DINING TABLES ALL ON SALE NOW!

PINOCCHIO'S
Furniture and Kitchen Cabinet Center

1130 W. Morena Blvd. 275-0825

PHOTOGRAPHE BY COLEidon Camera Co. 261-9600